What should be taught first: the emotional
expression or the face?
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We are interested in knowing how a robot head
can learn to recognize facial expressions without
supervision. Our starting point is a mathematical
model showing that a sensory-motor architecture is
able to express its emotions and to recognize the
facial expression of a caregiver online if this latter
naturally tends to imitate the system or to resonate
with it. Interestingly, our work also shows that
learning autonomously the face/non face discrimination is more complex than recognizing a facial
expression. We propose an architecture using the
interaction rhythm to allow first a robust learning
of the facial expression without face tracking and
next to perform the learning of the face/non face
discrimination. Finally we emphasize the importance
of emotions as a mechanism ensuring the dynamical
coupling between individuals in order to learn more
and more complex behaviors.
Using
the
cognitive
system
algebra
(Gaussier et al., 2004),
we
showed
that
a
simple
sensory-motor
architecture
based
on
a
classical
conditioning
paradigm
(Schmajuk, 1991,
Balkenius and Moren, 2000)
can learn to recognize facial expressions online.
Furthermore, the dynamics of the human-robot
interaction bring important non explicit signals, such
as the interaction rhythm that helps the system to
perform the face/non face discrimination.
We describe here a neural network architecture
which is able to learn the facial expressions and
then the face/non face discrimination. We adopt
the following experimental protocol: the facial
expressions of the robotic head are calibrated by
FACS experts (Ekman and Friesen, 1978). In the
first phase of interaction, the robot produces a
random facial expression during 2s (among the
following: sadness, happiness, anger, surprise), then
returns to a neutral face during 2s to avoid human
misinterpretations of the robot facial expression
(same procedure as in psychological experiments).
The human subject is explicitely asked to mimic
the robot head (even without any instruction, the
human subject resonates with the facial expressions

of the robot head (Nadel et al., 2006)). This first
phase lasts between 5 and 10 min depending on the
subject ”patience”. Then, in the second phase, the
random emotional states generator is stopped. After
the N.N has learned, the robot mimics the human
partner facial expressions.
This architecture (see fig.1) allows to recognize
the subjects visual features and to learn if these
features are correlated with its own facial expressions. Moreover, another sub network learns to
predict the interaction rhythm allowing to detect
if an interacting agent (a human) faces the robot
head. In this case, the facial expression recog-

Figure 1: The global architecture is able to recognize and
imitate a facial expression and to perform a face/non face
discrimination. The following groups, S, E, ST M2 and
F , each contain 5 neurons corresponding to the 4 facial
expressions plus the neutral face. A visual processing allows to sequentially extract the local views. The local
view recognition (group R) learns the local views. A tensorial product (group X) is performed between the emotional state (group E) and a reward signal in order to
select which neurons must learn. The group Y learns the
conditioning between R and X. The face detection (group
F D) learns the conditioning between the Y Short Term
Memory (group ST M 3) and the reward signal. The activity of this group corresponds to the recognition of a
face.

nition can be a bootstrap to discriminate a face
from a non face. To perform the face/non face
discrimination task, the robot uses the interaction

rhythm (reinforcing signal) and the facial expression
recognition. Psychologists underline the importance
of the synchrony during the interaction between the
mother and the baby (Devouche and Gratier, 2001).
If a rhythmic interaction between the baby and his
mother involves positive feelings and smiles (positive
reward), a social interaction rupture involves negative feelings (negative reward). In our case (following
(Andry et al., 2001)), the rhythm is used as a reward
signal. It provides an interesting reinforcement signal
to learn to recognize an interacting partner.
When the face detection is learned on 3 subjects
(1500 images) and tested on 5 others subjects (5000
images), the success rate of face detection tends
toward 70% (with 90% on the subjects used for
learning).
The idea used in this paper is to introduce the interaction rhythm prediction as a way to build an internal reinforcement signal allowing to influence the
robot behavior. Interestingly, the reward can also
be used to detect if the robot is actually interacting with a partner or not. If the human partner
is near the robot head then a face/non face discrimination can be learned. For longer distances,
one can imagine a whole human body discrimination could be performed. We have shown that there
is no need to find first the face and then to recognize the facial expression. The recognition of local
views associated to a given emotional state is sufficient to ”recognize” the human partner facial expression. The attentional strategy (using focus points)
allows a sequential image analysis. In previous works
(Gaussier et al., 2007), we tested simpler and faster
architectures using the whole image instead of local views. These architectures could correspond to
the short thalamo-amygdala pathway implied in rapid
emotional reactions (Papez, 1937, LeDoux, 1996). In
this paper, the architecture (see fig.1) could be
seen as a simple implementation of the thalamocortico-amygdala pathway in the mammalian brain
(LeDoux, 1996). In future works, we will try to verify the idea emerging from the present work that the
thalamo-cortico-amygdala network may be a way to
control the learning of the thalamo-amygdala network
thus allowing both a quick facial expressions recognition and their precise labelling.
Finally, in the proposed architecture, the emotional
interaction can be seen as a way to structure learning (the emotional interaction is a bootstrap for the
face/non face discrimination).
This
work
suggests
the
baby/parents
system
is
an
autopoietic
social
system
(Mataruna and Varela, 1980).
The emotional
signals are important elements in order to maintain
the interaction and to allow the learning of more and
more complex skills.
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